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 “DIPLOMATIC HISTORY: The Turkey-Armenia Protocols”* 

 
Comment by: Sukru Server AYA 

 
In reference to the article dated March 2, 2012 by Emil Danielyan, commenting on the interview 
with Mr. David L. Phillips, I wish to make the following comments “based on documents” and 
not on “well-wishing sentiments” expressed by Mr. Philips or his media representative in Turkey 
Mr. M. Ali Brand, as written by him in http://www.hurriyet.com.tr/yazarlar/20039533.asp. 
 
Much regretfully, I have to express my frustration to see so many scholars, politicians, writers and 
speakers making strong assessments based on shallow and biased knowledge derived from 
selective reading and/or unconfirmed hearsays and propaganda, without any need of double or 
cross checking. 
 
1- To answer first Mr. Phillips’s view on genocide as expressed also by “ICTJ”, I need a valid 
explanation as regards how any act of violence or annihilation when not planned, organized by 
states or authorized administrators can be qualified as “genocide”, which definitely needs re-
affirmation by an “authorized tribunal” (such as Nuremberg Court or U.N. or European Court of 
Justice etc).  In other words random acts of brutalities or reciprocal murders cannot be named 
genocide when not intended and legally proven. What more, the “persons who executed the 
crimes” (and not the states) are punishable. The following statement by the League of Nations 
General Secretary in 1920 is a solid statement… that there was no genocide: 
 
Page 2: “Further, in Turkey, minorities were often oppressed and massacres carried out by 
irregular bands who were entirely outside the control of the central Turkish Government. 
 
2- I believe that Mr. Philips cannot deny that Armenians had rebelled and this too, has been 
confirmed in many books and official documents penned by Armenian authorities. But I think that 
the following document will be sufficient to shut up the mouths of the unknowledgeable speakers 
or writers: 

 

For additional 
documentation see 
also what Boghos 
Nubar Pahsa wrote 
in the French 
Newspaper Le Matin 
in 1919. Similar 
letter is also posted 
in “The Times” 
London or letter to 
French Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs 
 

 
http://armenians-1915.blogspot.com/2008/11/2651-boghos-nubar-pasha-armenians-would.html  
 



http://search.freefind.com/find.html?id=39745808&pageid=r&mode=ALL&n=0&query=emory+nil
es 
3-  The following is the original report by Captain Emory Niles and Arthur Sutherland who 

travelled the area : (Aug.16, 1919  US Nat. Archives Ref. 184.021/175) 

 
 
4- As regards the protocols prepared in a rush by people who know very little of the past or 
present and/or the future necessities (and for which Obama administration is blamed for not 
putting full pressure on Turkey), these proved to be nothing than “bamboo huts” erected in haste 
on sand, without any soil study or foundation, and no protective roof against heavy rains or 
strength to stand heavy winds. Yet, these have been presented or marketed as “concrete 
buildings for future relations between Armenia and Turkey”. There is no doubt that these 
protocols have been drafted by persons who knew very little about the facts and the parties. What 
more the approval of the Dashnakist diaspora (who make a living on this conflict and feed so 
many persons) was not procured in advance by Yerevan and it was treated as two-party instead 
of three-party! Deal!  



 
5- The following lines- http://armenians-1915.blogspot.com/2010/04/3064-la-times-buttering-
harut.html of Mr. Sassounian  < In some instances, Armenia’s leadership would like to take a 
position on something but they know it would have negative repercussions if they became a little 
more demanding. The diaspora is much freer to make such demands, so we make those 
demands. Sometimes, us taking a hard line is very helpful to Armenia, because they look much 
more accommodating >   is enough to prove the involvement of the diaspora, who had earlier 
blamed Yerevan for “not having consulted diaspora, first!” 
 
6- The blog “Armenians-1915.blogspot.com” has about four hundred E-books, over 100.000 of 
related essays and news assorted since 2005 and it stands open to the study and “learning desire 
of any one in the world”.  My English books are also in there (posting 2429) since 2008.   
 
As a small group of “truth defending decent persons” who treat this subject as a matter of 
morality and decency instead of political or racial frictions, I am tired and frustrated of the loud 
voice of “those who do not do any homework in learning” but give advice to the whole world, with 
their tiny ball of wrong or short knowledge. 
 
These remarks stand open for any “documented counter comments” which can be written to the 
above blog site.  
This applies also for Mr. Birand, who may have other reasons for making “fortune telling wishes” 
but without an inch of factual historical study. The best we can say about something a century 
old, should be based on valid documents. 
 
Respectfully, 
Sukru S. Aya, Istanbul 
 
* * * * * 
 
*Reference – Below text was e-distributed via LMTV and The Light Millennium on March 2 and 3, 2012: 
DIPLOMATIC HISTORY: The Turkey-Armenia Protocols http://hrcolumbia.org/peacebuilding/dh  
“Diplomatic History: The Turkey-Armenia Protocols” provides an insider’s account of negotiations resulting in 
the 2009 Protocol on the Establishment of Diplomatic Relations and the Protocol on the Development of 
Bilateral Relations between the Republic of Turkey and the Republic of Armenia. Published by Columbia 
University’s Institute for the Study of Human Rights and the Project on the Future of Diplomacy at Harvard’s 
Kennedy School, the monograph is based on interviews with U.S. and Swiss officials involved in the 
mediation, as well as envoys from Turkey and Armenia.   
 
The monograph offers a detailed history of Turkish-Armenian rapprochement beginning in 2001. It provides 
a blow-by-blow account of meetings mediated by Switzerland between May 21, 2008 and February 7, 2009. 
Signed in Zurich on October 10, 2009, the Protocols represent an unprecedented breakthrough in Turkish-
Armenian relations. Failure to ratify them is a significant bilateral, regional, and international set-back. 
 
According to David L. Phillips, the monograph’s author, “The Protocols are suspended and cannot be revived 
in their current form. They do, however, contain elements on the way forward suggesting cooperation 
between Turks and Armenians that would advance the goal of reconciliation, building momentum towards 
opening the Turkey-Armenia border and diplomatic recognition.”   
 
The Diplomatic History also offers detailed recommendation aimed at (i) intensifying civil society activities, 
(ii) emphasizing commercial cooperation, (iii) reviving intergovernmental contact, and (iv) addressing 
historical issues. Phillips recently presented the Diplomatic History to the U.S. Department of State and at a 
congressional briefing on Capitol Hill.   
“Diplomatic History: The Turkey-Armenia Protocols” can be accessed at 
http://hrcolumbia.org/peacebuilding/.   
 
# # # # #  
 
Disclosure: "Turkish Armenian Synergy Initiative - TASI" has been inactive since February 2010. 
Below title and links represent sender's own personnel experience and vision (Bircan Unver) on the 
Turkish-Armenian issue. My first visit to Armenia & The TASI Launching Programs (!!!) 
http://www.lightmillennium.org/tasynergy/bunver_yerevan_highlights.html  
A PROPOSAL FOR A SOLUTION - MANIFESTO: 4 
http://www.lightmillennium.org/tasynergy/manifesto_p4.html   
 
 
 


